HUBER+SUHNER® DATA SHEET
Coaxial Panel Connector: 24_BNO-0-4-1/133_N

Description
Straight panel bulkhead cable jack, flange mount

Interface standards
IEC 60169-22

Technical Data

Electrical Data
Impedance not defined Ω
Interface frequency max. 0.2 GHz

Mechanical Data
Weight 0.0202 kg

Environmental Data
Operating Temperature -50 °C to 125 °C
2002/95/EC (RoHS) compliant

Material Data

Piece Parts
Centre contact Copper Beryllium / Brass Gold Plating (Nickel underplated)
Outer contact Brass SUCOPLATE (R) Plating
Body Brass SUCOPLATE (R) Plating
Insulator ETFE
Gasket MVQ (Silicone Rubber)
Fastening nut Brass SUCOPLATE (R) Plating
Washer Bronze SUCOPLATE (R) Plating

Related Documents
Outline drawing DOU-00008925
Catalogue drawing DCA-00008927
Assembly instruction DOC-0000180938
Mounting hole DOU-00008751

Ordering Information
Single package 24_BNO-0-4-1/133_NE